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Dear System i colleague,        
 
Neller Settles on iSecurity for Application Protection on Its System i5  
 
Neller Pty Ltd, having used iSecurity for IBM System i for a period of time, is happy to recommend 
iSecurity not only to its own users but to any other System i customer needing a reliable, 
comprehensive security solution. 
 
For over 30 years, Neller Pty Ltd has been a leading provider of advanced workforce management 
solutions for over 360 medium to large organisations in Australia and New Zealand.  Our leading 
product, Preceda is a fully integrated, On Demand, web-based workforce management system that 
enables organisations to provide accurate, timely and optimum management of their workforce. 
Being wholly concerned with the sensitive data contained in Payroll and Human Resources functions, 
security and protection of this data is of paramount importance. 
 
Customers who implement our solutions, based upon the IBM System i platform, require that our 
HR solutions together with the critical personal data we manage, be protected from both internal and 
external hackers and also provide extensive reporting capabilities, including built-in reports, report 
generation, and a report scheduler, to internal and external auditors. 
  
In addition, as the System i functions as a storage server for PC-connected devices throughout the 
organisation, Neller also required an anti-virus software solution, which would enable us to detect 
viruses directly on the System i server, before such viruses are potentially distributed to unknowing 
users.   
  
In answer to all the above challenges, Neller decided in 2006 to invest in the Firewall, Audit, Action, 
Visualizer and Anti-Virus solutions of iSecurity. These products all function according to 
specifications and provide Neller with utmost anti-virus, network access protection, auditing, 
automatic operations and most importantly for our company, reporting capabilities. 
 
In particular, we have found iSecurity Anti-Virus to be an extremely easy product to implement and 
use. Anti-Virus successfully protects our system from viruses, even newly released viruses, as the 
product's signature data base is updated continually directly from the internet via a single web-
enabled PC. Anti-Virus has not added any noticeable overhead to our system. 
  
Razlee Inc, with over 25 years of product development of System i solutions, has delivered a feature 
rich and reliable solution.  
 
I highly recommend the iSecurity product line and in particular iSecurity Anti-Virus to all System i-
based customers worldwide. 
  
  
Respectfully, 
 

 
 
Sam Xydias 
General Manager Technology Services 
Neller Pty Ltd 


